STUDENTS' COUNCIL
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS

Thursday May 15, 2007
Council Chambers 2-1 University Hall

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (SC 2007-02)

2007-02/1  SPEAKER’S BUSINESS

2007-02/1a  Announcements – Meeting called to order at 6:06 PM

Point of Order- Lewis: Nominations are supposed to come first

2007-02/6a  JANZ MOVED THAT Students’ Council appoint (1) member to FACRA (CJSR Board)

Nominations: Chan- declines, Lewis- declines on behalf of Sumar

Nominations closed

JANZ MOVED THAT item 2007-02/6c be made as a special order

Speaker’s List: Janz

Janz withdraws his motion

DOLLANSKY MOVED TO suspend standing orders

Speaker’s List: Nicol

Point of Order- Lewis: “Motions to suspend standing orders are non-debatable.”

Speaker: Point well taken

Motion: CARRIED

2007-02/6b  JANZ/GAMBLE MOVED THAT Students’ Council appoint Justin Kehoe, Daniel Eggert, Guillaume Laroche and Steven Dollansky as members of the University of Alberta Senate for the term May 1, 2007-April 30, 2008

Point of Order-Nicol: It’s not a nomination type motion

Speaker: Point not well taken

Speaker’s List: Dollansky

SPEAKER MOVED THAT item 2007-02/6b be made a special order
Motion: CARRIED

Main Motion: CARRIED

Justin Kehoe and Steven Dollansky abstention noted.

2007-02/4  QUESTION PERIOD

Question Period extended for 15 minutes

2007-02/6  GENERAL ORDERS

2007-02/6c  JANZ/DOLLANSKY MOVED THAT Students’ Council adopt a Political Policy based on the following principles (1st reading)

Speaker’s List: Janz

JANZ MOVED TO amend the main motion by striking “to” after Government of Alberta; and replace “refurbish” with “refurbished”.

Amendment: CARRIED

Speaker’s List: Cournoyer, Nicol, Dollansky, Nicol, Cournoyer

Main Motion: CARRIED. Referred to External Policy Committee

LEWIS/ DOLLANSKY MOVED TO adjourn

Motion: CARRIED

Meeting adjourned at 7:21 PM